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STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEES 
MEETING OF FRIDAY, FEBRUARY 2, 2018 

 
OPEN SESSION 

AGENDA 
 
 
 
I. CALL TO ORDER 

 
II. DISCUSSION ITEMS – The Honors College 2.0 Initiative     Page   1 

• Opening remarks (Board Chair Sven Holmes) 
• Initiative Overview (Leonard Brown and Michael Wick) 
• Introductory remarks and update regarding the work of the Professional Skills 

Development Team to develop an integrated Career Exploration Curriculum (Leonard 
Brown) 

• Update:  Development of the General Career Exploration (Skills) Curriculum (Kate 
Shirey) 

• Question and Answer period  
• Introductory remarks regarding the Core Curriculum (Michael Wick) 
• Update:  Assessment of the Core Curriculum and Identification of Potential Core 

Curriculum Models (Aileen Bailey) 
• Question and Answer period  
 

III. INFORMATION ITEMS (Academic Affairs)       
A. Faculty Senate Report – verbal report to be made at the February 3, 2018, Board meeting  Page   4 
B. DeSousa-Brent Scholars Program Report       Page 12 
C. Meeting Minutes of October 20, 2017       Page 14 

 
IV. INFORMATION ITEMS (Student Affairs) 

A. Student Trustee Report – verbal report to be made at the February 3, 2018, Board meeting 
B. Meeting Minutes of October 20, 2017 
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
JOINT ACADEMIC AFFAIRS AND STUDENT AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 

MEETING 

The Liberal Arts Skills Gap 

Much has been written lately concerning the "skills gap," the real or perceived disconnect between labor demand and the 

supply produced by higher education . The skills gap is not about the quantity of supply and demand in the labor force but 

rather about the alignment of skills supplied by post-secondary education and the skills demanded by employers. More 

students than ever before are graduating with some form of post-secondary education and yet employers are finding it 

more difficult than ever to find the talent they need. 

Graduates from liberal arts colleges offer a particular challenge and a particular opportunity in the skills gap conversation . 

Numerous surveys have documented the match between what executives look for in employees and the learning outcomes 

of a liberal arts education : critical thinking, problem solving, contextual understanding, oral and written communication, 

and transferrable understanding. In this sense, liberal arts graduates provide a real opportunity for employers to find 

talent with the skills needed to be successful in the private sector. The challenge is, however, executives typically do not 

hire entry-level employees, that task is delegated to recruiters or human resources personnel. Clearly, these hiring 

professionals also value the skills valued by executives, but they also must filter through volumes of application. To do so, 

human resource professionals use more specific skill requirements to narrow the field to those applicants who can hit the 

ground running. By analyzing entry-level job postings, companies like Burning Glass Technologies have articulated a list of 

desirable skills that aligns with entry-level employment. These skills include field-independent skills of direct applicability to 

the work world including things such as project management, organizational strategies, budgeting, planning, and so forth . 

These skills, which are not specific to a particular field or discipline but rather apply to a wide variety of entry-level 

positions, have become known as " last-mile skills." By augmenting the traditional liberal arts education with required 

development and application of " last-mile skills," liberal arts graduates will acquire the intellectual skills necessary for long

term career success and marketable professional skills for landing that first job. 

Honors College 2.0 

As an honors college, St. Mary's College of Maryland seeks to attract the best and the brightest students, foster in those 

students unparalleled intellectual and personal growth, and position those students for lives of success and fulfillment 

upon graduation . St. Mary's College envisions a reformed liberal arts education that sustains its proven traditional 

lifelong value but also affords each student with professional skills that offer in-demand and immediate value. 

Toward this end, St. Mary's College has taken the unprecedented step of carving out eight cred its of the curriculum for the 

acquisition and application of market-driven, high-demand workplace skills. Every student will augment their traditional 

studies with enrollment in a scaffolded skills curriculum that spans all four years of their education. 

SKIL 101 and 102 Curriculum and Pilot 

The implementation of the full Skills and Professional Development curriculum will begin with new student orientation 

over the summer. It will continue during the fall new student orientation and continue into the new 1 credit course 

during the fall 2018 semester. Topics covered range from assessing the student's skills, values and interests, to job 
shadowing. Th is process continues in the spring academic semester by focusing on summer internship opportunities and 
networking. 
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A fully detailed week-by-week outline of the course has been developed projecting the theme of the week, the lecture 

topics, and the activities associated with both. A pilot of the course will occur in the second half of the spring 2018 

academic semester where new transfer students and potential orientation leaders will be targeted to take the course. A 

draft of the syllabus for the pilot has been completed and the course will be taught by Kate Shirey, Director of the Career 

Development Center. 

Course learning Objectives 

• Engage with professionals to gather information about various career paths by engaging with professionals in 

groups and solo, and by phone and face-to-face visits. 

• Demonstrate oral communication skills by effectively delivering an elevator pitch . 

• Grow and maintain a network of professional contacts as evidenced by receiving satisfactory evaluations from 

Professional Network contacts. 

• Nurture their own career development by developing a personalized plan to use campus and other resources. 

• To successfully articulate skills, accomplishments, and experiences within a behavioral interview. 

• Demonstrate understanding of self-identity, values, and skills, cultural identity by completing Likert-scale items. 

• To develop a professional resume based on skills, accomplishments, and experiences. 

• To develop appropriate and creative solutions to work places issues within a team environment, working to solve 
problems as part of a service learning component partnering. To use their foundational professional and soft 
skills in a workplace environment, gaining experience in a situation where they can fail. 

SKIL 201-400 

A similar one-credit course structure will be used to continue the skill development throughout the four years a student 
is at St. Mary's. Students will continue to grow and expand job skills and professional development. The Professional 
Skills Development Team described below will assist in curriculum design and refinement for the sophomore through 
senior year experience of Honors College 2.0. We anticipate piloting aspects of the sophomore year in the 2018-2019 
academic year and continue in the pattern of piloting followed by full implementation. Some of the anticipated aspects 
of the SKIL 201-400 include: 

• Sophomore Year: Last Mile skills, engagement in community project, Professional portfolio development 

• Junior Year: Internships, professional skills application, employer research, skills gap analysis 

• Senior Year: Leadership plan execution, reflection, honing skills, elevator pitch 

Professional Skills Development Team 

As we continue to develop the curriculum, a team of internal and external stakeholders is being developed to assist in 
the further refinement of the skills we offer students through the Honors College 2.0 experience. The Professional Skills 
Development Team is comprised of 7-8 regional content experts including former board member Molly Mahoney 

Matthews, representatives from NAVAIR and the Community Resource Network, as well as a student, faculty, staff and 
administration. 

The charge of the Professional Skills Development Team will be to further refine the skills offered in Honors College 2.0 
and assist in ensuring the experience meets the desired learning outcomes we have for all St. Mary's students. The first 
meeting will occur in early March and be facilitated by staff of AVIAN LLC, a firm that specializes in curriculum design and 
management and instruction and course delivery. 

The Connection 
The Honors College 2.0 initiative has the potential to transform the educational experience of our students by providing 
professional and skill development as an integrated experience along side a high quality liberal arts education. Informed by 
content experts and supported by research, the skills and professional development aspects of Honors College 2.0 will 
position St. Mary's graduates to be highly sought after upon graduation and well positioned for a long and successful 
career. In addition, this innovative integration positions St. Mary's College of Maryland to be the college of choice by 
providing a clear path to employment or graduate school which is the most critical factor in how students and their families 
make decisions about where to attend college. 
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Just as important, Honors College 2.0 provides a way to instill a strong connection between the larger community and the 
college. The community will benefit from Honors College 2.0 in multiple ways. First, the community will benefit from having 
a committed group of students involved with community organizations and projects in ways that directly meet community 
need as defined by the community. Because community involvement will be integrated with the educational programming 
for all students, the comm itment between community organizations and the college will be consistent. 

The community will also benefit from having the students more aware of the talents, resources, and skills present in the 
surrounding community. By increasing knowledge and understanding of all that is available in the community, students will 
naturally become much more engaged and supportive of community efforts. Increased student engagement with the 
community is a benefit for everyone involved. 
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DeSousa-Brent Scholars Program 
Report to Academic Affairs Committee, Board of Trustees 

January 19, 2018 
 
Performance Measures 
 
Mandatory performance measures focus on year to year retention and on graduation rate for the cohort 
that entered in 2015. This cohort must meet the following goals:  
 

(1) 88% of the cohort must be retained from the first-to-second-year. 
(2) 79% of the cohort must be retained from the first-to third year. 
(3) 70% of the cohort must graduate in four years.  
 
Current performance measures are displayed in the following retention/graduation table. 
 

 
 
The size for the 2015 cohort is now at 33. This keeps us on track to meet the performance goals. One of 
the cohort members is taking a leave of absence for Spring, 2018. It is our hope that he will return for 
Fall, 2018 though it is unclear if he will still be on track to graduate in four years.  
 
Retention and Student Success Efforts 
 
Study Groups 
 
Study groups are being implement for several courses that upper class student tend to take, including 
Organic Chemistry II, Lifespan Development, Calculus II, Counseling Theories and Methods, and 
Biochemistry II. First year students are required to attend two study group sessions for each of their 
courses which have a study group. Study groups offered during the Fall of 2017 for first year students 
included those for Principles of Biology I, General Chemistry I, Psychology 101, Calculus I, and 
Introduction to Ethics. It is interesting to note that the three students in the 2017 cohort who earned grades 
of 4.0 for Fall, 2017 all completed their study group obligation early, and kept attending throughout the 
semester. 
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Tuition Support Program 
 
Three students made use of tuition support to attend colleges other than St. Mary’s during the winter 
session, including one senior who needed one additional course in order to graduate on time this spring. 
 
Sophomore and Junior Passport 
 
Seven sophomores and six juniors participated fully in the Passport program for Fall, 2017 though many 
more received stamps on their passports. Compared with the numbers from Spring, 2017, we were 
encouraged that the additional incentives for passport participation seemed to work. The Passport 
program was instituted in Fall, 2016 in order to keep students more engaged with the DeSousa-Brent 
Scholars Program as they advanced through the College; the passport for juniors was implemented in 
Spring, 2017.  

 
Academic Performance and Improvement 
 
Forty-nine DeSousa-Brent Scholars received midterm deficiencies in one or more courses during Fall, 
2017. Of the forty-nine students who received midterm deficiencies, twenty five pulled up their grades 
and seventeen saw no change in their grades, while seven had a mixed result. This might signify that one 
grade was pulled and the other not, or that the change in grades wasn’t sufficient to pass the course with 
the required grade. One of these students was dismissed, and 5 are on probation.  
 
Overall, six students were placed on academic probation based on their cumulative grade point averages. 
Two of these students have withdrawn from the College. The remaining four students are three first year 
students, and one sophomore. Every student on academic probation will be meeting regularly with DB 
staff, primarily the Coordinator of Advising Services (who actually works out of Student Support 
Services) and will be monitored by that person and the program director throughout the semester. Note: 
the sophomore on probation was also on probation for her first year first semester performance, but 
earned Dean’s list grades for Spring of her first year. 
 
On the other hand, a total of forty-two DeSousa-Brent scholars are on the Dean’s list for their 
performance during the Fall, 2017 semester. Of these, thirty-four are upperclass students, and eight are 
first year students.  
 
DeSousa-Brent staffing 
 
Joanna Colvin, our Program Coordinator, went on maternity leave on December 20, and is expected back 
on March 1. At the same time, Twinkle Raheja, the program’s Office Associate will be out of the country 
for the month of March, so we will be somewhat short staffed for much of the Spring semester. 

 
DeSousa-Brent Recruitment for 2018 Cohort 

 
Recruitment has just begin for the 2018 cohort. We have received applications from two admitted 
students for the 2018 cohort and have selected one student as of January 19, 2018. The first pool of 
potential scholars sent from by Admissions consisted of thirty one students, all of whom received 
recruitment emails from the director on January 9.  
 
The staff also set up information tables at Open House and Campus Visit Days along with Admissions, 
and hopes to use the Admitted Student Days programs as interview dates for DB applicants.  
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BOARD OF TRUSTEES 
 

ACADEMIC AFFAIRS COMMITTEE 
  OPEN SESSION 

 
MINUTES 

 
 

Date of Meeting:  October 20, 2017   Status of Minutes:  Approved November 7, 2017 
 
Committee Members Present:  Chair Peter Bruns, Susan Dyer, Tim Heely, Board Chair Sven Holmes, 
President Tuajuanda Jordan, Larry Leak ’76, Ann McDaniel 
Committee Members Absent:  John Bullock, Glen Ives 
Others Present:  Lex Birney, Leonard Brown, Cindy Broyles ’79, Donny Bryan ’73, Carolyn Curry, Peg 
Duchesne ’77, Cynthia Gross, Gail Harmon, David Hautanen, Charles Jackson, David Kung, Todd Mattingly, 
Kortet Mensah, Joan Pickett, Sharon Phillips’18, Morgan Smith, Frederico J. Talley, Danielle Troyan ’92, Allan 
Wagaman ’06, Michael Wick, Anna Yates 
 
Executive Summary: 
Meeting was called to order at 1:15 p.m. by Committee Chair Peter Bruns. 
 
DISCUSSION ITEMS:  
DeSousa Brent Scholars Program Report 
Dr. Talley, Director of the DeSousa Brent Scholars Program, reported that out of the forty students in the 2017 
cohort, twenty-three are first generation to attend college.  New students hail from eleven Maryland counties, 
the District of Columbia, and one student from Chicago, Illinois. Retention and student success efforts continue 
for the 2015 cohort, who remain on track to meet the mandatory goals for retention and graduation.  It was 
noted by the Committee that the State has set ‘high standards’ that must be met in order for funding to continue.  
Dr. Talley was thanked for his work on this program. 
 
Summer Tuition Assistance 
The Summer Tuition Program was expanded this summer to include tuition assistance for DeSousa Brent 
Scholars to take classes at their local colleges so they can stay on course for graduation, and also keep summer 
jobs in their communities. Summer tuition assistance for classes taken at St. Mary’s College of Maryland was 
implemented in Summer 2016.  This summer, fifteen students took classes at their local colleges and twenty-
four students took classes at St. Mary’s College of Maryland.   
 
Recruitment 
The staff has met with the Vice President for Enrollment Management on recruitment efforts and enhancing 
partnerships with organizations such as College Bound and Collegiate Directions of DC and Bethesda. 
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Dean of Faculty Report 
The Provost and Dean of Faculty discussed the plan to re-envision the College’s educational program to 
increase the real and perceived value to prospective students.   The vision is based on two objectives: increase 
the distinctiveness of the educational program and increase the relevance of that program.  A draft 
organizational structure for the planning process was shared with the Faculty Senate and the Faculty.  Faculty 
feedback was that it was unacceptable, citing a perceived lack of shared governance as one issue.  In response, 
the draft organizational structure was streamlined into two committees: Academic & Professional Integration 
and Practical & Professional Integration.  The committees will need to look at value systems, workload and 
scheduling. There was discussion on the plan to integrate practical professional skills.  It was noted that some 
faculty do cover practical skills in their curriculum but it is not documented.  Also noted was that outside voices 
are important in this process and the College should look at national organizations who have expertise in this 
area. The timeline for implementation is the Fall 2018 semester. 
 
Faculty Senate Report  
Faculty Senate Vice President, David Kung, reported there is a climate of fear among the faculty for the future 
of St. Mary’s College and higher education.  Some are reluctant to change and are worried about their jobs. 
Professor Kung noted that although there is stress and anxiety surrounding the proposed re-envisioned 
educational plan, there is also excitement. Teaching and Learning groups are moving forward.  Faculty are 
looking at other institutions who have already transitioned to a model similar to that proposed by the 
Administration.   
 
Two items the Senate will explore this year are faculty salaries and the policy regarding students’ participation 
in Commencement if they fall short of credits to graduate. 
 
Action Item 
Recommendation to endorse the 2017 Performance Accountability Report 
 
Meeting adjourned at 2:40 p.m. to go into Closed Session 

Committee Action Taken/Action in Progress: 
The proposed action item was approved by the Academic Affairs Committee at its meeting on October 20, 2017. 
 
Recommendation to the Board: 
The Academic Affairs Committee recommended approval of the action item by the Board of Trustees at its 
meeting on October 20, 2017. 
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